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1. Introduction 

 

At Forefield Community Infant & Nursery School we believe maths is a universal language 

which fosters creativity and knowledge in all children. We aim for our Maths curriculum to 

engage, inspire and empower children through a rich knowledge of maths linked to science, 

technology and computing. Through maths children can learn about the world, become 

problem solvers and passionate mathematicians who are skilled and have the methods to work 

out answers and solutions.  

 

2. Intent  

Mathematics is an important part of learning for all children in the Early Years and KS1, and 

receiving a good grounding in maths is an essential life skill. As well as numeracy, it helps 

skills such as problem solving, understanding and using shapes and measure, developing 

children’s spatial awareness and providing vital life skills. 

At Forefield Community Infant and Nursery School we value maths as central to success in 

school, work and life. We recognise that mathematical learning is key for all young children 

and aim to deliver this through a broad, knowledge based curriculum. 

We aim to deliver a broad and rich Maths curriculum, giving all children the opportunities to 

develop as mathematicians, exploring the world in which they live through maths and pattern. 

All children will have the opportunity through both our curriculum and extra-curricular 

activities, to participate in a variety of mathematical experiences, exploring the value and 

importance of maths in our lives and our world. 
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Our Maths curriculum has been planned to be ambitious and enables our children to learn and 

grow as mathematicians, developing a range of core skills, methods and knowledge required to 

solve problems confidently. It builds on prior learning and makes connections Through our 

maths scheme, Big Maths, supplemented with other resources, children use and apply maths 

skills daily to solve problems and make connections with prior learning. 

By nurturing and fostering a love for numbers and a curiosity about how to solve problems, 

we aim to give all children the opportunity to develop a passion and love of maths. We want 

them to grow as talented and happy mathematicians who are not afraid to make and learn 

from mistakes, and can apply what they know to many different situations, ready for the 

Junior school and for lifelong learning. 

 

3. Implementation 

 

At Forefield Community Infant & Nursery School we follow the EYFS and National 

Curriculum aims. We primarily use Big Maths as our school maths scheme to deliver those 

aims which is supplemented to ensure the needs of all of our children are met. 

 

EYFS 

Our Big Maths scheme begins in Nursery and continues into Reception. It runs across the 

whole school. 

 

Nursery 

Counting is at the heart of the Nursery provision and children count daily. They learn to 

accurately touch count, order numbers and count forwards and backwards so that they 

have a good grasp of number to build upon. The Big Maths scheme begins here and 

children are immersed in exploring numbers. 

 

Reception 

• Lessons include mental and oral starter, anchor task, variation in the way in which 

children see numbers and number fluency is at the very heart of the curriculum. They 

are divided up into the sections - Counting, Learn-its, It’s Nothing New and  

Calculation (CLIC). We are dedicated to making children calculate rather than count 

and we do lots of work on the CPA model to ensure that this is the case. Children work 

with Numicon, rekenreks, ten frames, concrete items and they display these in a 

variety of ways to supply the foundations and building blocks for what is to come in 

KS1.  

• Small group work, outdoor maths, maths areas and other mathematical experiences are 

available as part of continuous provision. A maths intervention called ‘Spot On With 

Number’ is used to help those with specific gaps or problems. 
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Key Stage One 

 

Maths in Key Stage One follows the National Curriculum aims and objectives. Children have 

daily maths lessons using the Big Maths scheme. Connections will be made linking maths 

knowledge to the wider curriculum when relevant.  There is also a daily extra counting 

session as part of our Mastering Number Programme.  

 

Year 1 

 

The ‘Big Maths’ scheme is used to teach daily maths lessons in Year 1 

• Lessons include mental and oral starter focused on counting and number fluency. They 

are divided up into the sections - Counting, Learn-its, It’s Nothing New and Calculation 

(CLIC). 

•  Games to reinforce concepts, journalling where appropriate, guided practice and 

follow the concrete, pictorial, abstract model.  

 

 

Year 2 

• Big Maths is used to teach daily maths lessons in Year 2.  

• Lessons include mental and oral starter focused on counting and number fluency. They 

are divided up into the sections - Counting, Learn-its, It’s Nothing New and Calculation 

(CLIC). 

• Games to reinforce concepts, journaling where appropriate, guided practice and follow 

the concrete, pictorial, abstract model.  

• 4 a day, NCETM mastery resources and White Rose resources are used to enhance 

lessons and for children who may need extra challenge.  

 

 

4. Impact   

 

The impact of our high-quality maths curriculum will be to develop children who are 

confident, keen and unafraid mathematicians who are equipped with a wealth of knowledge to 

draw upon to solve problems:  

 

 

EYFS End Points 

 

By the end of Reception children will work within number to 10 to achieve a strong 

foundation to build upon. They will be able to count forwards and backwards and recognise 
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patterns, subitize a small number of objects and add and subtract practically. They will be 

able to  

• Count beyond 10 

• Link the number symbol (numeral) with its cardinal number value. 

• Compare numbers. 

• Explore the composition of numbers to 10. 

• Link the number symbol (numeral) with its cardinal number value. 

• Understand the ‘one more than/one less than’ relationship between consecutive 

numbers. 

• Automatically recall number bonds for numbers 0–10. 

• Compose and decompose shapes so that children recognise a shape can have other 

shapes within it, just as numbers can. 

• Select, rotate and manipulate shapes in order to develop spatial reasoning skills 

• Continue, copy and create repeating patterns. 

• Compare length, weight and capacity. 

 

 

Key Stage One End Points 

 

At Forefield Community Infant and Nursery School we work closely with Forefield Junior 

School to ensure progression and continuity in maths education is as seamless as possible as 

Year 2 children transition to their next phase of education. By the end of Key Stage one 

children will become proficient mathematicians and problem solvers. They will cover the 

curriculum and experience the four operations, as well as SAFE aspects of maths - shape, 

fractions, measurement, etc.  

 

Curriculum coverage:  

Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any given 

number. Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives 

and tens. Given a number, identify one more and one less. Identify and represent numbers 

using objects and pictorial representations including the number line, and use the language 

of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most and least. Read and write numbers from 1 to 

20 in numerals and words. Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving 

addition (+), subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs. Represent and use number bonds and related 

subtraction facts within 20. Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, 

including zero. Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete 

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = ? – 9. 

Solve one-step problems involving multiplication and division, by calculating the answer using 

concrete objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher 

count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in tens from any number, forward and backward 

Recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number (tens, ones). Identify, 

represent and estimate numbers using different representations, including the number line. 

Compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100; use and = signs. Read and write numbers to at 

least 100 in numerals and in words. Use place value and number facts to solve problems. Solve 
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problems with addition and subtraction:  using concrete objects and pictorial 

representations, including those involving numbers, quantities and measures. Applying their 

increasing knowledge of mental and written methods recall and use addition and subtraction 

facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100. Add and subtract numbers 

using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally, including:  a two-digit number 

and ones; a two-digit number and tens; two two-digit numbers; adding three one-digit 

numbers. Show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and 

subtraction of one number from another cannot. Recognise and use the inverse relationship 

between addition and subtraction and use this to check calculations and solve missing number 

problems. Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication 

tables, including recognising odd and even numbers. Calculate mathematical statements for 

multiplication and division within the multiplication tables and write them using the 

multiplication (×), division (÷) and equals (=) signs. Show that multiplication of two numbers 

can be done in any order (commutative) and division of one number by another cannot. Solve 

problems involving multiplication and division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, 

mental methods, and multiplication and division facts, including problems in contexts. 

Recognise, find, name and write fractions 1/3 , ¼ , ½ and ¾ of a length, shape, set of objects 

or quantity. Write simple fractions for example, ½ of 6 = 3 and recognise the equivalence of 

2/4  and ½. Choose and use appropriate standard units to estimate and measure 

length/height in any direction (m/cm); mass (kg/g); temperature (°C); capacity (litres/ml) to 

the nearest appropriate unit, using rulers, scales, thermometers and measuring vessels. 

Compare and order lengths, mass, volume/capacity and record the results using >, < and =. 

Recognise and use symbols for pounds (£) and pence (p); combine amounts to make a 

particular value. Find different combinations of coins that equal the same amounts of money. 

Solve simple problems in a practical context involving addition and subtraction of money of 

the same unit, including giving change. Compare and sequence intervals of time. Tell and write 

the time to five minutes, including quarter past/to the hour and draw the hands on a clock 

face to show these times. Know the number of minutes in an hour and the number of hours in 

a day. Identify and describe the properties of 2-D shapes, including the number of sides and 

line symmetry in a vertical line. Identify and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, including 

the number of edges, vertices and faces. Identify 2-D shapes on the surface of 3-D shapes, 

(for example, a circle on a cylinder and a triangle on a pyramid). Compare and sort common 2-

D and 3-D shapes and everyday objects. Interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally 

charts, block diagrams and simple tables. Ask and answer simple questions by counting the 

number of objects in each category and sorting the categories by quantity. Ask and answer 

questions about totalling and comparing categorical data. 

 

 

5. Assessment 

 

At Forefield Community Infant & Nursery School Nursery children learning maths are 

assessed each week with two tests - A timed ‘Learn It’ test, with known number facts and 

‘Beat That’ challenge which assesses against a levelled CLIC. The children are then 

reassigned a level and gaps are addressed through planning. Individual gaps are identified 
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and can be planned for and addressed in mental/oral parts of the lesson as well as in tasks 

and activities. The tests can be completed on paper and higher up the school on an iPad. 

These are then transferred onto Classroom Monitor.  

 

 

 

6. Reasonable Adjustments 

 

Within the Maths curriculum, teachers will make reasonable adjustments for all children 

through differentiation, adult support, alteration of equipment and level of challenge to meet 

the needs of all children in the class. Class teachers can seek advice from the maths subject 

leader and/or SENDCo to ensure reasonable adjustments are made for all children. This may 

involve setting at different points when appropriate.  

 

7. Remote Learning 
 
Maths lessons will be available during any periods of remote learning should this be required. 

This will be delivered in line with school’s remote learning policy and following any Health and 

Safety guidance.  

 

8. Extra Curricular Activities  

 

At Forefield Community Infant & Nursery School we pride ourselves on providing extra-

curricular activities for all children to participate in, providing additional opportunities for 

children to develop as talented mathematicians or participate in mathematical experiences. 

Children attending Maths clubs gain accreditation towards Children’s University Graduation 

at the end of Year 2.  

 

Children can access maths and Maths Games Clubs as extra-curricular activities in school 

when available.  

 

 

9. SMSC 

 

Opportunities to promote children’s spiritual, moral, social and cultural development is 

threaded throughout our maths curriculum where appropriate.  

 

SMSC in Maths lessons 

During maths lessons children will:  

 

• develop their sense of personal enjoyment through maths.  
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• learn about the mathematical world around them, past and present. 

• make links between maths and different cultures and societies - locally, nationally and 

globally, understanding how cultural influences have shaped the world they live in 

today.  

• develop their own love of maths and exploration, problem solving and perseverance, 

trial and error and trial and improvement.  

• develop an understanding of how maths changes lives, links to science and what part it 

plays in everyday life. 

• reflect on work and see how they could improve in the future. 

• help others with challenge and work as a team. 

• work together on mathematical tasks and challenges within the school.   

 

10. Role of Subject Leader 

 

The role of the subject leader is to: 

 

• ensure high quality maths lessons are taught across EYFS and Key Stage 1 through our 

agreed broad and rich music curriculum.  

• provide subject specific guidance/CPD to colleagues.  

• monitor the maths curriculum delivered to children across the school highlighting 

strengths and areas for further development. 

• monitor the progress and attainment of children in school in maths.  

• quality assure extra-curricular activities highlighting strengths and areas for further 

development. 

• manage resources including maintaining/replenishing them to support delivery of a 

high-quality curriculum.  

• liaise and work with the Sefton Maths representative and other external agencies 

who provide maths support and provision to children/staff.  

• support staff and co-ordinate maths concerts for children to watch and participate in. 

• stay up to date with changes, new initiatives and research that would enhance and 

support the development of maths at Forefield Infant and Nursery School.  

 

 

11. Equality Statement 

 

The Maths curriculum adheres to our school Equality Policy. It is the responsibility of all 

staff to ensure that all children are treated equally, regardless of their background, gender, 

race or ability. We are an inclusive school and teach maths to all children respecting 

individual needs. The maths curriculum takes into account issues of difference including: 

gender, race and ethnicity. The maths curriculum ensures maths in a variety of conceptual 

forms and methods are taught and key features explored. Children are also given 

opportunities to use and apply their knowledge to problem solve and give solutions.  
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12.Calculation system 
 

Our calculation policy has been replaced by the clear, progressive structures in each of the 

operations and areas of maths on the Big Maths website, found within the planning section. 

This clearly shows the progression in each area of maths and staff can track back or 

forwards easily to see steps before and after the current teaching.  It shows when each 

step will be taught and how it links to prior and future learning.  

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1 

  

Year group expectations: 

To follow our mastery approach, as well as giving children time to practice, use and apply key 

skills, our year group expectations are: 

  

  

  

  Nursery 

  

Reception Year 1 

  

Year 2 

  

Expected end of 

year  

Number to 5 Learn it 3 Learn it  6 Learn it 9 

Expected end of 

year CLIC 

n/a CLIC 3 CLIC 6 CLIC 9 

GD end of year 

Learn it 

+1 +2 Learn It 4 Learn it 7 Learn it 10 

GD end of year 

CLIC 

n/a CLIC 4 CLIC 7 CLIC 10 

  

  

When children achieve the expected level and are working within greater depth (GD) they 

will be expected to solve more problems, use and apply their skills and work with open ended 

tasks. These will be taken from NCETM mastery document, White Rose or Maths No Problem 
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resources linked to the learning taking place in maths but with breadth and depth to ensure 

that children are not working on concepts or with number ranges outside of their age related 

expectations (ARE). We do not intend to work on any number ranges contained in Big Maths 

that are outside year group expectations. 
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